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SURREY    RADIO  CONTACT  CLUB 

OCTOBER 2023 – No 974 
 

General Club Business: secretary@srcc.uk 

Membership/Treasurer:  membership@srcc.uk 

Newsletter articles/distribution: newsletter@srcc.uk     

Club Equipment Loan:  equipment@srcc.uk     

Club Website:  https://www.srcc.uk 

 Honorary Secretary & Editor: 

Quin Collier G3WRR 

19 Grangecliffe Gardens, 

LONDON,  

SE25 6SY 

Tel: 020 8653 6948 

 

MONTHLY MEETINGS NORMALLY ON 1ST AND 3RD MONDAYS 7.30 FOR 7.45pm 

Meetings at  St Paul’s URC, Croham Park Avenue, Croydon CR2 7HF 
********************************************************************************************************** 

1st MEETING Monday 2 October: Surplus Equipment Sale 
2nd MEETING Monday 16 October: Fix-it, Move-it-on and Social Chat with John G8MNY 

 

SRCC COMMITTEE 2023/24 
 

Chairman & Publicity G3MCX John Kennedy 020 8688 3322 

Vice Chairman G4LZE Colin Lugard    07533 174388 
 

Hon. Secretary & Newsletter Editor G3WRR Quin Collier 020 8653 6948 

Treasurer, Membership & Liaison G4FFY Ray Howells 01732 357474 

Events G6JXA Kim Brown 07812 735507 

Webmaster G4FYF Steve Jones 01424 584143 

Trophy Manager G7RUX Jason Gardner 07515 357630 

VHF NFD Co-ordinator (Co-opted) G3ZPB Peter Burton 01737 551413 

EDITOR’S OPENER 

Dear Members & Friends, 
 
Welcome to the October 2023 SRCC Newsletter.  
 
Firstly, welcome to new member Colin Gardner G4WEO who has joined SRCC recently. Colin 
lives in South Croydon and a number of you will have met him at recent meetings. We hope he 
has a long, worthwhile and enjoyable association with the club. 
 
Life here at Mission Control Norwood is settling down a bit now that my summer of flitting about 
the country (with five trips away) is nearly finished. I have one more trip to do, going to Totnes in 
Devon for a few days in mid-October at which I hope to do next to nothing except maybe visit my 
ex-in laws. One of the consequences of a busy summer has been that I haven’t actually been on 
the air at all since late July….. However I recently felt the urge to get the station (the VHF antenna 
and HF gear are still disassembled following VHF NFD and the IOTA contest) properly set up 
again so maybe I will be on again soon!  
 
So here we go… 
 
73, Quin G3WRR 

mailto:retary@srcc.uk
mailto:membership@srcc.uk
mailto:newsletter@srcc.uk
mailto:equipment@srcc.uk
https://www.srcc.uk/
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PREVIOUS MEETINGS 

September A meeting (4th) This was a real time showing of the latest item in the RSGB “Tonight At 
Eight” webinar series, The topic was “Minos Contest Logging Software” and was of particular 
interest to SRCC members as the presenter was our own Peter G3ZPB! It came across very well 
and was appreciated by the SRCC members present – and a good number of compliments from 
others who saw it on the internet. Taking advantage of some of the clever internet capabilities, the 
SRCC contingent took advantage of the ability to freeze the presentation and catch up later so 
that we could have our tea and biscuits (courtesy of John G3MCX) at the usual time. Hope you’re 
not offended Peter…. 
 
September B meeting (18th) This followed the usual B meeting format of Fix-it, Move-it-on and 
Social Chat, with test equipment provided by John G8MNY. The attendance was rather lower than 
usual due to late holidays and a couple of instances of sickness.  
 

FUTURE MEETINGS 

October A meeting (2nd) This will be the usual Surplus Equipment Sale. Members are encouraged 
to bring gear along for sale – and to spend their sale earnings on other items on sale. Next 
spring’s Surplus Equipment Sale will provide an opportunity to pass any purchases that don’t meet 
your needs on to other members! In addition to individual members’ offerings, a number of items 
from the estates of G3ENG, G4DDY and G8IYS will also be available. A list of items from the 
G3ENG estate (courtesy of Pat G4FDN was circulated to members a few months ago, but a copy 
is also attached at Annex A.  
 

Many of you will be familiar with the format – but for any newcomers the “rules of engagement” are 

as follows:  

1. It is very helpful for sellers to be in the meeting room by 7:30pm and to bring good quality 

saleable stuff – no “rubbish” please – although, like beauty, what constitutes rubbish and what 

constitutes high quality gear is in the eye of the beholder!  

2. All members and visitors whom they have brought along should sign the attendance book and 

are expected to be conversant with the rules.  

3. It should be noted that the club accepts no responsibility for goods sold at this private sale, and 

the purchasers buy on the understanding that they are capable of determining the usability, fitness 

for purpose and SAFETY of goods obtained  

4. The following also apply:  

• only SRCC members are permitted to sell  

• all items not donated for the benefit of the Club should preferably be marked with the name or 

callsign of the vendor, a brief description and details of any reserve price  

• bids shall start at 50p and increment in steps of 50p up to £10 and £1 steps thereafter – unless 

determined otherwise by the auctioneer  

• the auctioneer, in his sole discretion, will determine what constitutes an acceptable bid  

• sellers will not be paid until all buyers have settled up  

• the club levies 15% commission on all commission sales  

• please do not obstruct the doorway, facilitating escape in case of fire  

• the venue is a NO SMOKING area.  
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Unfortunately our usual auctioneer Gareth G4XAT will be away and not able to use his usual 

combination of bonhomie and hard sell to shift the goods – but another candidate is being sought. 

You will probably be able to work out who it is in advance if you look for someone with evidence of 

having an arm recently twisted up his back…. 

 

November A meeting (6th) “Adventures with Microwaves” by Gareth G4XAT.  

 

December A meeting (4th) “The Metropolitan Police Communications Network” by Steve G3ZPS.   

 
B meetings The October and November B meetings (16th and 20th respectively) will take the 
usual Fix-it, Move-it-on and Social Chat format. The December B meeting (18th) will be the usual 
Christmas Social. This will involve sausage rolls, soft drinks (plus tea and coffee of course), 
mince pies, custard, perhaps further culinary exotica and maybe even alcohol! 

 

ACROSS THE WILD WATERS by QUIN G3WRR 

The title here is a gross exaggeration as the item describes a weekend visit to the Isle of Wight – a 
ferry passage (perfectly smooth in both directions) of around 45 minutes between Portsmouth and 
Fishbourne – but perhaps it grabbed your attention...  
 
For a number of years (COVID permitting) the “usual suspects” (self, Alun G4WGE and Mike 
G3VYI, sometimes accompanied by others) have travelled across to the Isle of Wight to take part 
in the RSGB Islands On The Air (IOTA) Contest. 2023 was no exception. The name does not 
mean that only stations on islands can take part – on the contrary any station can enter. The focus 
of the contest involves entrants making as many contacts as possible with stations on islands 
recognised by the IOTA Award scheme. Making contacts with island stations is attractive for all 
entrants because island stations count as score multipliers, and island stations gain the additional 
advantage of being sought out by other entrants seeking multipliers. The whole scheme clearly 
works as intended as this year 2173 entries were received, of which 90 were “Island DXpedition” 
entries from stations who had made special trips to island destinations for the contest: these 
included all continents except Africa and Antarctica, although almost two thirds were within 
Europe. The IoW, which counts as EU-120, English Coastal Islands (mainland UK also has island 
status as EU-005), is probably the nearest and most convenient for those of us in this part of the 
country. We were clearly not alone in this view as there were three Island Dxpedition stations (plus 
one fixed station) on the island for the contest.  
 

I picked up Alun G4WGE (along with a load of antennas and mastage) from his QTH in Tolworth 
at a disturbingly early hour on the morning of Friday 28th July and we got the !0 a.m. ferry “over the 
water” reaching our site at Brighstone Holiday Centre on the south-western side of the island 
around 11.30. This is a very good site RF-wise, right on top of the cliffs overlooking the channel. 
We were joined by Mike Franklin G3VYI, who had come from Farnham in his camper van via the 
alternative Southampton to Cowes route shortly later. After a cup of tea and a chat we got down to 
business. For several years we had used an almost ideal two-bedroom chalet (charmingly named 
Blackbird) with two bedrooms, bathroom, a large lounge for the station (and lolling around when 
off duty) and a kitchen. But in 2022 Charlotte (the lady who runs the site) had at short notice to 
use that chalet for emergency temporary accommodation for an IoW resident elderly couple 
whose thatched cottage had burnt down (!). She kindly made alternative arrangements for us with 
a single room chalet for the station and a slightly larger one for accommodation at the other end of 
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the site. This worked pretty well (apart from having to walk from the one to the other in total 
darkness after a graveyard shift: this took about 15 minutes for a walk that took about for minutes 
in daylight). Come 2023 and the elderly couple were still in Blackbird (which puts a rather liberal 
interpretation on “temporary” – but I digress). We were again in two chalets but with no cooking 
facilities this time (although a kettle for making tea was available…essential in such events) – but 
fortunately Mr Cordon Bleu Franklin was able to use the cooker in his camper van to keep us fed.  
 
The IOTA Contest supports quite a large number of sections to meet a range of entrants’ 
situations. As usual we used the Addiscombe ARC call G4ALE/P (held by Mike), entering the 
“multi-2 low power” section. “Multi-2” means that you can operate two stations at the same time: 
smaller groups like ours generally use one as a “run station” which hopefully sits and calls CQ 
attracting lots of callers and the other tuning around looking for multipliers. For radios, for several 
years we have used Elecraft rigs - my fairly ancient K3 and Alun’s rather newer K3S: these rigs 
are virtually bomb-proof and we have been able to operate within a few kHz of each other using 
antennas no more than 50m apart. But this year Alun’s K3S was not very well so we used Mike’s 
Yaesu FTDX10 instead. This combination was a bit less bomb proof than the pair of K3s, but 
caused no real problems. Two things go with multi-2 operation. Firstly it is necessary to have two 
logging computers that talk to each other, so that a coherent log can be maintained and permitting 
either station to check whether a given station has already been worked. And secondly it is quite 
important to have a consistent set of outgoing messages programmed into each so that operators 
can swap between stations without getting totally confuzzled. The former is fairly straightforward – 
after a few years the N1MM+ software which (with due apologies to the Minos fraternity) we use 
seems to have got rid of the computer interworking bugs. But it is very important to have same 
version of the code (and also the countries list) running on both computers– otherwise each 
spends the whole contest telling the other that it using the wrong software issue!  And a certain 
amount of Henry Kissinger style diplomacy is needed to come up with a set of messages that fits 
in with each operator’s preferred operating style.  
 
But discussion of equipment issues is putting the cart before the horse, as the first task was to get 
the antennas set up. Luckily the weather was kind to us (if rather windy – always a hazard on the 
south of the island). For the run station we used one fan dipole for 80m and 40m and another for 
20m / 15m / 10m, both mounted on Alun’s 12m collapsible mast. Just to clarify, collapsible here 
does not mean “likely to fall over” – although it did get a bit close during erection. In this context it 
means “made of tubes of decreasing diameter that collapse down into a manageable length” – a 
bit like Russian dolls. A single length of good quality coax ran from the shack to the base of the 
mast, connected via a switch to separate coax lengths to each of the antennas. With a bit of 
tweaking, a quite usable SWR was obtained on each band. This mast was set up in the middle of 
the field – but things were rather different with the other antenna. The underlying material making 
up the cliffs is mudstone, and the local weather means that these have been progressively eroded 
by landslips over the years. The antenna for the search station was Alun’s 6BTV vertical but alas 
the cliff edge where we had put it last year had gone completely and the area was fenced off for 
safety reasons. But site manager Charlotte was content to let us go into the danger area at our 
own risk (no doubt reflecting that the loss of three radio amateurs would not be a great loss to 
humanity) and we got it up safely, although hammering stakes in a few feet from a recent collapse 
site was a tad scary. This had an array of around 25 radials of various lengths and was fed by 
about 80m of coax. Interestingly the SWR on nearly all bands was pretty good, probably because 
it had been set up to the same length as last year. The only exception was 80m where it was very, 
verv sharp – certainly not giving an acceptable SWR at both the CW and SSB ends of the band: 
this is an inevitable consequence of using an antenna that is very short in terms of wavelength. 
Fortunately the internal ATUs in the rigs sorted that out. 
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So feeling mildly smug, off we went to the village for a meal at the Three Bishops. Sadly this didn’t 
end well as said hostelry had a group playing that night and it was very busy and no apparent 
effort had been made to staff up accordingly. So after getting our starters an hour and a quarter 
after ordering with no main course in sight we gave up and went back to the site. Hum ho, them’s 
the breaks… 
 
We had a relaxed Saturday morning and were ready to go well before the start (1pm clock time). 
Apart from the computers being a bit sulky at the start, as usual the event itself was a melange of 
operating, drinking tea, eating, chatting and sleeping (in one case during an operating period…but 
the less said about that the better as the culprit was your scribe…) which doesn’t make interesting 
reading. But we got all the gear down with no problems at the end (apart from a few scary 
moments lowering the 12m mast) and caught our ferries and we were home by 8pm. My car 
remained unloaded until well into Monday. 
 
So how did we do? We made a post-adjudication total of 1384 QSOs including 250 multipliers 
giving us 2, 821, 250 points earning us 16th place out of 32 entrants in the Multi-2 section. 
However this was enough to earn us the RSGB IOTA UK Multi-op LP Dxpedition Trophy (nice 
snappy name that, requiring a fair sized trophy to engrave the name on…). Contacts were made 
with all continents except Antarctica. Predictably the majority (68% (48 QSOs) were with European 
stations followed by Asia (5), North America (5), Africa (4), South America (3) and Oceania (3). 
The band providing the highest percentage of contacts was (predictably) 20m with 40%, followed 
by 40m (28%), 80m (17%), 15m (11%) and 10m (4%).  
 
That’s it for another year apart from a few photographs in addition to the ones in the September 
issue – we expect to be there next year. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RUN STATION OPERATING POSITION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 VIEW LOOKING UP 12m MAST 
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AFTERMATH OF RECENT LAND 
SLIP (we operated in one of these 
chalets  four years ago…) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6BTV ANTENNA USED ON 
MULTIPLIER STATION – on the very 
edge of the cliff 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

73, Quin G3WRR 
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HERE AND THERE 

I had an e-mail recently from Ted G3EUE. He says he has still not managed to get back on the air 
following his fall earlier in the year and claims that he has “virtually forgotten how to use 
the  equipment”! We hope not Ted, and await your return when the time is right. However he and 
Daphne have enjoyed the warmer summer weather and have also had their eldest son over from 
VK7 (a.k.a Tasmania) for a month.  
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
No real connection with radio at all 
here, but, in addition to making a 
valid point, it amused me and 
maybe it will amuse you too. 
Although my daughter laughed at 
it she added “correlation is not 
causation”…thus speaks one with 
a Degree in Law… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 “What on earth are these?” you 
may be asking… Well, you might 
remember my tale of woe related 
to loss of my car keys in 
Northamptonshire at HF NFD last 
year. Alas the vanishing pair were 
already the spares, having lost the 
original some years before and not 
troubled to get a new set. This 
resulted in multiple trips between 
London and Northampton with a 
metal detector followed by calling 
out a mobile locksmith from Milton 
Keynes, costing me around £350 
plus travel costs. (The real cost 
factor was not the new key itself 
but getting it to talk to the 
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immobiliser). While digging the garden during the summer (what, me gardening?!) I found the 
attached: as you will have guessed by now, they are of course the original set, which were now 
too badly corroded to be anything other than a cautionary lesson… So, please take my advice and 
if you lose your car keys, GO OUT AND GET A NEW SET!        
 
73, Quin G3WRR 
 
 

SRCC LEAGUE TABLE – AUGUST 2023 

Entries for August were down to five – the lowest for a long while…let’s hope this picks up again 
now that the holiday season is behind us! The August monthly listing is shown below: 

ENTRANT  
WORKED DXCC / 

SQUARE  
WORKED   SRCC 

MEMBER  
WORKED IN 
CONTEST  

POINTS THIS 
MONTH  

G4FFY  75  7 157 

G3ZPB  26  17 69 

G4FYF  44 1  50 

M0LEP  7 1  16 

In the absence of a detailed analysis of entries the following snippets, mainly from the entrants 
themselves, give a feel for the month …. 

Ray G4FFY, whose score this month was over ttwice that of the next entrant, comments ”So 
August 2023 was also a “low” activity month (half the points gained in July 2023) as missed the 
monthly UKAC’s and also the 70cm FT8 Contest. Dog Agility events and computer work got in 
the way!! Once again some of my entries are from the Motorhome using my 9m end-fed vertical 
(on a fibre glass extending pole) with a 9:1 UnUn and the Icom IC-7100. As at end-August 2023 I 
have now worked 158 DXCC’s adding in August 9M66MB East Malaysia (20m FT8) ”. 

Peter G3ZPB comments:  “Only 69 points so won't dislodge Ray at the top!!!! All on FT8 which 
even for me is unusual. All the VHF/UHF entries were made during the 70cms FT Contest and the 
HF ones, just having fun! But the far more important news from G3ZPB is that I now have my 
DX100 Certificate.  Nothing really special about that, I agree except, I really only started taking 
DXCC seriously during COVID, so really only during the last 4 years that I have made any effort to 
contact new countries”. 

Steve G4FYF comments:  “Usual European stuff on 40 & 20 for August. Operating hindrance this 
month was many hours involved with 'artisan' joinery. Thank goodness for wood glue and silicon 
sealant! AND, the price of timber these days.......! 

Rick M0LEP comments “Here's my entry for August. No SOTA at all this month. Just a few 
random contacts from Kenya from the last few days, and the usual post-GB2CW call-ins and 
SRCC Nets from earlier in the month. A slight improvement on last month, but not by much”. 

There were no entries from G4LZE or G3WRR this month: both promise to try harder in future… 

The cumulative annual table is shown below. Although there is no change in position from July, 
Ray’s lead over Peter continues to grow!   
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ENTRANT 
JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUN  JUL   AUG  SEP  OCT  NOV  DEC  TOTAL  

G4FFY  155  213  95  109 427  394  309           1859 

G3ZPB  43  150  131  94 126 134   59 69         796 

M0CGF  70  84  109  110 162      40           575 

G4FYF  24  38  100  48 30  48   76  50        440 

M0LEP  71  40  46  26  44 40   12  16        279 

G3WRR  63  21    21  32 102   84          323 

G7RUX    74         74 

G4LZE  46  12  
  

               58 

G3EUE  10  10    
 

               20 

 
No particular observations on conditions this month, other than to note that the smoothed Solar 
Flux Index continues to grow and remains well ahead of the predicted figure!  
 
 
73, Quin G3WRR -  SRCC Leaguemeister 
 
 

SRCC NETS 

The following is a list of structured nets on which members of SRCC meet regularly. They are 
sometimes joined by members of other local clubs, who are always made most welcome. The net 
is not usually led by a nominated controller, but stations normally transmit cyclically in the 
chronological order in which they sign in. If any member wishes further occasions and frequencies 
to be added to the table, please let me know at q.g.collier@btinternet.com.  
 

BAND/FREQUENCY/MODE  DAY OF WEEK START TIME (clock) 

160m / 1905 kHz / LSB  Sunday 9.30 am 

80m / 3710 kHz (+/- QRM) LSB Monday 9.00 am 

10m / 28.078 MHz / JS8  Wednesday 10.00 am 

6m / 51.55 MHz / FM  Tuesday 8.00 pm 

4m / 70.30 MHz / FM  Thursday 8.00 pm 

2m / 144.6125 MHz / Digital Voice Friday 7.30 pm 

2m / 145.35 MHz / FM  Friday 8.00 pm 
 

* The Friday night Digital Voice net usually starts with D-star. 
In addition to the regular Club Nets, several members monitor the local repeater channels, 
particularly GB3XP (145.6875MHz 82.5Hz CTCSS FM). 

 

THAT’S ALL FOLKS….. 

I also received an article from Paul G7VAK on HF band QRM, but have decided to stand it over till 
next month in order to keep the monthly issues to a fairly consistent length. Look out for it in the 
November issue…. 
73, Quin G3WRR, SRCC Newsletter Editor  

mailto:q.g.collier@btinternet.com
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ANNEX A – LIST OF ITEMS FROM G3ENG ESTATE FOR 6/10/23 SES 

 

Ref No. Description 
Guide 
Price 

(ignore 
this 

column…) 

G3ENG-7 Shure 444T Desk Microphone £25  

G3ENG-30 Homebrew C.B.G PAL Video Comp Unit mains powered £1  

G3ENG-31 Homebrew Mono XLR Mic Amp with VU Meter & PTT £2  

G3ENG-53 Motorola 13.8V 8A PSU £8  

G3ENG-54 HB AF Freq Generator with metered O/P AC/DC powered £3  

G3ENG-55 35A 13.8V DC Power Filter £2  

G3ENG-59 HB Audio Amp &13.8V 0.25A PSU £1  

Ref No. Description 
Guide 
Price 

 

G3ENG-74 Weller PS-3d temp controlled soldering iron £10  

G3ENG-75 Shure 414A Hi Z fist mike in original box £10  

G3ENG-76 Union Brothers BP53 var temp controlled soldering iron £10  

G3ENG-77 Datong VLF Converter 0-500kHz to 28MHz £3  

G3ENG-78 Faithfull 75mm/3” Drill Press Vice BNIB £4  

G3ENG-79 RS 50W switched temp controlled soldering iron £7  

G3ENG-80 
Two Mobile phone Nolia 131 & Nokia 2630 both with O2/Teco 

Mobile SIMs with one charger, one case and manuals 
£5  

G3ENG-81 Record Imp 2 ¼” Table/Desk vice with clamp £2  

G3ENG-82 Hi Pass Filter > Top Band SO239 connectors £1  

G3ENG-83 Weller PU-3D temp controlled soldering iron £10  

G3ENG-84 HB 12V 1A PSU £1  

G3ENG-85 Maplin 19 piece HSS Titanium drill bit set 1.5mm to 10mm £3  

G3ENG-86 
Yaesu YC-221 External Digital Display inc manual for FT-221 

Txcvr 
£15  

G3ENG-87 13 piece 1.5-6.5mm HSS drill bit set £2  

G3ENG-88 Bosch 13 piece 1.5-6.6mm drill bit set £3  
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G3ENG-89 Woolworth 6 piece 2-8mm Universal drill bit set BNIB £1  

G3ENG-90 Dormer No 10 11 piece drill bit set £1  

G3ENG-91 Dormer No 10 11 piece drill bit set (1 bit missing) £1  

G3ENG-92 Black & Decker 10 piece HSS drill set 1/16 – ¼” (3 missing) £1  

G3ENG-93 22 piece HSS drill set imperial sizes £2  

G3ENG-94 Denon PMA-100N 50W+50W HiFi Stereo Amplifier in GWO £8  

G3ENG-95 4” drill vice press £2  

G3ENG-96 2 1/4” drill vice press £1  

G3ENG-97 Black & Decker HG992 1200W Heat Gun in GWO £5  

G3ENG-98 
Dremel mult-tool drill in case with accessories plus Dremel multi-

vice 
£12  

G3ENG-99 Drill Chuck screw holder adapter £1  

G3ENG-

100 
600V DC PSU £3  

G3ENG-

101 
Quickset Junior Angle Adjuster £1  

G3ENG-

102 

TCM LW/MW/SW/FM Digital LCD Alarm Clock Radio battery or 

mains powered (6V adapter) in GWO 
£5  

G3ENG-

103 
Auto-Tecnik OBD2 & CAN car diagnostic fault code reader BNIB £10  

G3ENG-

104 

TCM plug-in main energy monitor also measures V, A, W, KWH 

BNIB 
£5  

G3ENG-

105 

TCM plug-in main energy monitor also measures V, A, W, KWH 

BNIB 
£5  

G3ENG-

106 
Pye M294 Hi-Band FM transceiver with mic unmodified £2  

G3ENG-

107 
Pye M294 Hi-Band FM transceiver with mic unmodified £2  

 

 

END 

 


